Develop
Course Builder
Life-long learning in the digital age
Rapid eLearning development at your fingertips
The half-life of a learned skill is just 5 years, and this is placing huge
demands on learning in the digital age. Fortunately, the explosion of
high-quality content and digital delivery models can offer employees
easy access to continuous learning.
The ability to create compelling eLearning experiences is set to
escalate. While 90% of CEOs believe their company is facing
disruption, 70% say their organisation does not have the skills to
adapt1.
ELMO Course Builder simplifies the task of creating effective online
learning. With no coding experience required, subject matter experts
can create tailored, branded content to quickly fill the knowledge gaps
in your organisation.
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No Coding Required

Simple Publishing

Assessments

Simple editing tools with a
range of page templates for
rapid development.

Integrated with ELMO Learning
Management to quickly publish
and roll out courses.

Create assessments with a
range of question types to
effectively assess learners.

Key Benefits
ELMO Course Builder simplifies the creation of bespoke online learning content, which can be branded with
your organisation’s colours, logos and images. With no coding skills required and a range of page templates,
you can create interactive online courses with one quick training session.
ELMO Course Builder is deeply integrated into ELMO Learning Management to provide an easier publishing
process. The review process for course content is also simple: reviewers are sent a link to submit feedback for
each slide of a course with tracking that can be used by a course author.
Course Builder provides you with the ability to create a range of different types of assessment questions to
challenge and engage the learner. Each question is tracked within ELMO Learning Management to allow
further fine-tuning of courses and assessments to maximise effectiveness.
1. 2017 Global Human Capital Trends, Deloitte
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Key Features
Easy-to-use interface, no coding experience required
A range of page templates included
Add your own images and videos to courses
Include voice-overs for each slide
Interactive images which can be rolled over or clicked on
Create assessments with a range of questions such as multiple choice, multi-correct, true/false, and
drag and drop
Randomised assessments with question pooling
Set pass mark and limit the number of attempts allowed
Response level tracking to review and tune assessments
Deep integration into ELMO Learning Management

Great alone, better together!
Harness additional benefits from ELMO Course Builder by adding these complementary modules:
Onboarding

Help bring fresh recruits up to speed quickly by identifying the training and
compliance needs of new hires and creating bespoke online content to address
those needs.

Learning Management

Quickly create and publish courses to ELMO Learning Management with detailed
response tracking.

Course Library

Pull content from a library of over 60 courses then customise the content to fit your
organisation’s requirements.
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